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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENT

Certain information and statements in this presentation constitute forward-looking statements. Words such as

forecast, project, intend, expect, should, would, could, may, will, anticipates, believes, plans and other similar

expressions and all statements which are not historical facts are considered forward-looking statements or

information. These statements are based on DRNE’s current expectations, estimates, forecasts and projections

about, among other things, the development and capabilities of its products, the operating environment,

economies and markets in which the Company and its subsidiaries operate. These forward-looking statements

involve and are subject to important known and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other factors

that are difficult to predict, any of which could cause the Company to not achieve some or all of its goals or

the Company's previously reported actual results and performance (finance or operating) to change or differ

from future results, performance (financing and operating) or achievements, including those expressed or

implied by such forward-looking statements.

For additional information with respect to risks and other factors which could occur, see the Company’s

Annual Report on Form 10-K, the Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and the other securities filings of the

Company with the SEC. The Company assumes no, and hereby disclaims any, intention or obligation to

update or revise any forward-looking statements contained in this presentation, whether as a result of new

information, future events or otherwise.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW

 Completed a public transaction in 2014 through reverse merger with FL-based

Lighter Than Air Systems, a leading developer of specialized, tethered aerial

monitoring and communications platforms

― Seasoned executive management team

― Lead investor and Chairman of the Strategic Advisory Board, Dr. Phil Frost

invested $3M

― Recruits Jay H. Nussbaum from their tenure together on the Board of Northrop

Grumman

― Nussbaum completes $1.25M investment, appointed Chairman and CEO

 Unique product and technologies designed to provide cost-effective, tactical, 

mobile data collection, communications and intelligence, reconnaissance and 

surveillance (ISR)
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COMPANY SNAPSHOT

Drone Aviation Holding Corp. OTCQX: DRNE

Fiscal Year End: December, 31

Industry:

Aerospace / 

Defense 

Technology

Stock Price (12/30/16): $2.86

Shares Outstanding*: 8.8M

Market Capitalization: $25.1M

Inside Ownership: 49%

Long-Term Debt: n/a

Analyst Coverage: Dougherty & Co.

*As of September 30, 2016

 Drone Aviation is a developer of

tethered aerial systems utilized by

both government and commercial

customers

 Drone Aviation is led by an

experienced team of management

and investors with a highly successful

track record
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WASP WATT BOLT

Description

 Mobile / rapidly-configurable tactical

aerostat

 ISR and wireless data /

communications range extension

supporting U.S. Army ground forces

 Supports electro-optical and infrared

(EO / IR) imaging tactical surveillance

sensors

 Long endurance, rapidly deployed,

soldier operated aerial asset for

military operations

 Multi-rotor Octo-X configuration uniquely

designed for commercial / industrial &

military applications

 Power, data, telemetry transmitted via

Kevlar© armored tether

 Simplified ground control station

software, ground equipment and power

source (can use vehicle-provided 120v /

220v)

 Ability to wirelessly share sensor data /

real-time HD video to mobile devices

such as tablets or laptop computers

 Coaxial helicopter with contra-rotating

blade design with extremely quiet

operation (<20db)

 10+ hours flight time from ground power

 Setup to operation in 10 minutes

 65lb. gross lift (15lb. net lift with universal

payload mount) at up to 800ft.

operating altitude

 Follow vehicle flight mode

 Optimized flight control system with

vision navigation

Customer 
Challenge

Need to provide ground forces with a

mobile, cost-effective, persistent in-the-

field communications and ISR platform

that can be operated by small (2 man)

crews with light training

Need to provide cost-effective, secure and

reliable aerial monitoring for extended

durations (8+ hours) in an easy to transport

and setup platform

Need to provide cost-effective, heavy-lift,

higher altitude, long-duration (+8 hours)

aerial monitoring with a wide array of

payloads

Drone Aviation 
Solution

With its mobile, rapid deployment and

modular payload capabilities, WASP

provides comms range extension and ISR

for long duration (days, weeks, months)

Unlike free-flying drones with limited flight

time (avg. <20 min) and GoPro-type

cameras, WATT supports mil-spec, high

zoom / stabilized EO / IR sensors, stays aloft

for long durations and securely shares data

Bolt’s capabilities directly addresses

customer requests for extended access to

higher altitudes with heavier, more diverse

payloads

PRODUCT FAMILY OVERVIEW

Drone Aviation is a premier provider of tethered aerostat and drone technology
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MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW

 Jay H. Nussbaum, Chairman and CEO
Over 40 years in sales and management. Formerly EVP of Oracle Service Industries where he grew business

from under $60 million to more than $1.5 billion. Formerly President of the Integrated Systems Operations at

Xerox and founded and served as Vice Chairman and COO at Agilex Technologies Inc., a private company

he grew to over $300 million in revenue and sold to Accenture Federal Services

 Kevin M. Hess, Chief Technology Officer
Mr. Hess founded LTAS in 2009 with his wife and is the lead inventor and technology architect. Kevin has 20

years of technology experience comprising electronic systems design for DoD programs, image processing

and analytics for companies such as Hughes and Kodak. Mr. Hess has a substantial background and

education in computer science, including having attended the Harvard Business School residence PMD

program

 Dan Erdberg, President
Over the past 15 years, Dan has worked in the technology sector including software development,

telecommunications and wireless networking as well as unmanned systems. Dan has worked with DRNE for

nearly 4 years on supporting business development, corporate structuring and supporting the development

of lighter-than-air aerostat platforms and unmanned aerial systems for various government and commercial

customers
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ORGANIZATION

Board of Directors

Major General Wayne P. Jackson (Chair, Comp Committee)

Michael Haas (Chair, Audit Committee)

Kevin Hess

David V. Aguilar
Strategic Advisory Board

Dr. Phil Frost (Chairman)

Jay Nussbaum

Dr. Steven Rubin

Jacksonville Staff

24 Full & part-time Employees / Contractors

Electric, Mechanical & Software Engineers

Degrees including PhD, M.S., B.S.

Felicia Hess

COO

Louis Wise

Chief Science & Technology Advisor

Bruce Hardy

VP Sales

Jay Nussbaum

Chairman and CEO

Kevin Hess

CTO

Reggie Brown

Gov. Liaison

Dan Erdberg

President

 Drone Aviation is headquartered in Jacksonville, FL

― Shareholder-led management team has constructed a mission-focused organization dedicated to serving its
customers’ requirements through multiple touch points and senior-level government and military relationships

― Multifaceted sales organization includes veteran government / military sales personnel and key channel partnerships
with prominent sales, services and procurement organizations serving the DoD, including ADS, Inc., all facilitating

new business development

Kendall Carpenter

EVP and CFO
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

 Corporate Momentum

― David V. Aguilar, Former Deputy Commissioner of U.S. Customs and Border Protection
named to Board of Directors

― Drone Aviation hires Bruce R.C. Hardy as New Vice President of Sales

― Drone Aviation’s WATT tethered drone in compliance with new FAA regulations (Part 107)

for commercial operations effective on August 29, 2016

― Drone Aviation expands operations with Mid Atlantic Aviation Partnership (MAAP), one of
six national Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) test centers through the completion of WATT
night operations

 Military and Government Sales Momentum

― Drone Aviation awarded $125,000 advance sensor integration contract from DoD
contractor for government-owned WASP systems

― Drone Aviation awarded $194,000 contract from BAE Systems for WASP tactical aerostat
upgrades

― Drone Aviation awarded $780,000 DoD contract for WASP tactical aerostats

― Drone Aviation awarded aerostat and operator training package from the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
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UNMANNED TECHNOLOGY ADDRESSING GLOBAL THREATS

 Geopolitical instability-Far from Subsiding

― Instability and risks abound in the Middle East, Africa and Ukraine / Russia

• Terrorist organizations, such as ISIS and al-Qaeda, continue to pose a threat to the U.S. and its

allies

― China’s continuing emergence as a major economic force has enabled the Country to
invest heavily in the build-up of its military industrial base

Key:

= U.S. Military Presence

= Conflict Areas / Areas of Concern
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UNMANNED TECHNOLOGY ADDRESSING GLOBAL THREATS

 How is unmanned technology addressing global threats?

― Defense / military

• Persistent Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR)

• Extending communications: At the tactical edge, on-the-move

• Force / installation protection and security

• Signals intelligence (SIGINT)

― Homeland security

• Border and port security

• Critical infrastructure protection and monitoring

― Disaster recovery

• Law enforcement and first responder “Eye in the Sky”

• Emergency communications (ad hoc cellular tower)

• Situational awareness

• Search and rescue
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WHYTETHEREDTECHNOLOGY?

Tether – a ‘smart leash’ that provides reliable, uninterruptible / un-hackable 

control, power and communications

 “Armored” / Kevlar© tether is a key differentiator and enabling technology

― Allows for long duration, reliable and safe unmanned flight (drone can’t fly away)

― Ensures enhanced control of unmanned aircraft due to prescribed tether length and un-
hackable communications

― DRNE’s tether provides power, aircraft control and camera control over the same cable

― Will perform ‘follow-me mode’ behind a vehicle and hover and relocate while in flight

 Tether-based power delivery for electric drones provides multiple benefits for

commercial operations

― Connects to ground-based power systems providing significantly extended flight duration
(typically >8 hours)

― Eliminating heavy batteries = increased lift capacity for payloads including advanced,
stabilized HD / broadcast quality video

― Simplified launch, flight and retrieval with advanced winch technology for both heavier-
than-air and lighter-than-air platforms

― Safety of tether system enhances FAA approval for special use cases
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WASP

BOLT

WATT

TECHNOLOGY WITH BENEFITS AT ALL ALTITUDES
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WASP SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Technical Description
 Envelope Diameter: 15-22 feet

 Lifting Gas: Helium (non-flammable)

 Payload Lift Capability: 20-130lbs.

 Flight Altitude: Up to 1,500 feet AGL

 Operational Cycle: Persistent (subject to

weather)

 Rapid deflation device (RDD) for emergency

recovery

 HMMWV / Truck deployed

Operational Description

Provides communications range extension beyond

what normal tactical relay antennas can provide

 Mobile / rapidly-configurable tethered aerostat

 Deploy, launch and operate in remote / austere locations

 10X the height of the tallest U.S. Army tower system

 Supports a variety of payloads to include

communications, ISR and SIGINT

 Days-duration flight time

Current Status

 Successfully operated for thousands of hours at U.S.

bases

 Working with Rapid Equipping Force (REF) enhancing ISR

capabilities for base defence

 Upgrades in progress to enable enhanced persistence

and mission flexibility
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U.S. GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

“One scenario included Soldiers at a Forward 
Operating Base using the mobile, tactical-
sized Winch Aerostat Small Platform, or 
WASP, and Full Motion Video, or FMV, to 
conduct video surveillance and provide reports 
to their teammates on patrol.”

“We were trying to get different information 
to one location so the analysts have a better 
chance of being able to use it - making it 
actionable,” said Sgt. 1st Class Ian Watterson, 
a Soldier with the 111th MI Brigade under 
305th MI Battalion who was operating WASP
and FMV from the scenario’s Forward 
Operating Base.
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TARGET MARKETS –WASP

END MARKETS

Military

Foreign

Domestic

SAMPLE CUSTOMERS

−U.S. Army
−U.S. Navy

−National Security
−Commercial
−Civil, DoT, DoC

−Civil, DoT, DoC
−Homeland Security

SAMPLE APPLICATIONS

−Force protection
− ISR
−Mobile communications
−Shoreline protection

−Maritime surveillance

−Facility monitoring (ex: 
Diplomatic Consulates)

−Landmark protection
− Infrastructure inspection 

and agriculture
−Traffic monitoring

−Land survey / management
−Facility monitoring

−Traffic monitoring
−Land survey / management
−Facility monitoring
−Border patrol
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BOLT & WATT SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

Why BOLT & WATT?

 Fly more safely and reliably than free-flight unmanned aircraft

 Carry heavier payloads for longer durations

 Transmit power, data and telemetry from the ground via the

Kevlar© armored tether

 Launch from ground-based power for extended flight time

 Rely on redundant safety systems to fly incident-free

 Simplify flight control with one lightly-trained operator

 Enable tactical deployment and rapid response

Technical Specifications

 BOLT

― Tethered coaxial helicopter with two contra-rotating blades

― Heavy lift capability, 15lbs. to 800-1000ft. AGL

― Aircraft: 29lbs. + 15lbs. payload

 WATT

― Tethered multi-rotor with robust X8 rotor design

― Aircraft: 22 lbs. + 5lbs. payload

― Flight operations up to 300ft. AGL

― Smart winch and ground systems shared with Bolt

― Both share the same laptop-based GCS

Features

 Both platforms provide very mobile and quick set-up ISR

 Power and IP communications up the tether allow for

secure link and protected information transfer

 Ground system can be integrated into trailers or ATV for

“following-me” mode allowing on the move

surveillance

 WATT’s redundant design allows for very reliable

operations and quick in the field part change out

 BOLT’s simple two rotor and unique coaxial design

allows for reliable operations and heavy lift

 Up to eight hours of persistent coverage

 High payload power available for SIGINT and other

power consuming payloads

BOLT & WATT DELIVERS HIGHLY EFFECTIVE COVERAGE FROM LOW ALTITUDES, 

PROVIDING EXCELLENT SURVEILLANCE CAPABILITY OVER A WIDE AREA
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TETHERED DRONETECHNOLOGY COMPARISON

Attribute
BOLT & WATT 

Tethered Drones
Typical Consumer Drone1

Continuous Operations (Flight Duration >8 Hrs.)

Broadcast Quality / HD Zoom Stabilized Imager

Securely Transmits HD Video in Real-Time

Un-hackable / Not susceptible to Interference

Redundant On-Board Power Systems

Enhanced safety of tether eliminates potential of “fly-away”

1) Examples of typical consumer drones: DJI Phantom 3 Professional, 3D Robotics Solo, Yuneec Q500+ 4K, Chroma

Camera Drone CG03, Parrot Bebop PAGE 15



TARGET MARKETS – BOLT & WATT

1)) Source: Bureau of Justice Statistics (2013)

2)Source: National Fire Protection Association (2013)

END MARKETS

Surveillance

Broadcast

First Responders

Data Analytics

SAMPLE CUSTOMERS

−Military (U.S. & Foreign)

− Border Patrol

− Commercial / Residential 

Property Owners

− News Networks

− 200+ Sports Stadiums / Venues

− Movie Studios

−12,000 Police Departments1

− 30,000+ Fire Departments2

− FEMA

− Agricultural

− Infrastructure, Oil & Gas, 

Insurance

− Theme Parks

− Outdoor Events (Festivals, etc.)

SAMPLE APPLICATIONS

−Enhanced field surveillance

− Early threat identification

− Commercial & residential 

security applications

− News event coverage

− Sporting events

−Music concerts

− Unique cinematography

−Riot control

− Crowd management

− Strategic coordination

− Fire fighting aerial view

− Disaster response 

management

− Crop monitoring & analytics

− Inspection & monitoring 

− Crowd analytics

−Event coordination
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OTHER KEY PARTNERS & CUSTOMERS
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FAA REGULATIONS SUMMARY – NEW MARKET OPP.

New FAA drone regulations expands use 

of commercial drones and the 

addressable market

 Part 107 operational rules favor tethered
technology as opposed to other unmanned
aerial systems

― Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (sUAS)

must remain within the Visual Line-Of-Sight

(VLOS) of the drone operator, under 400ft.

and fly during daylight hours

― Flight ban over persons not involved with

operations in effect

― sUAS can be operated from a moving land-

based or water-borne vehicle so long as the

drone is flown over sparsely populated areas

 The FAA regulations have enabled new
customers and markets for Drone Aviation

― State and local opportunities

― Professional sport league security

― Commercial facility and large venue

Security
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FAA REGULATIONS BENEFICIAL FOR TETHERED DRONES

 Ability to fly in urban environments

 Safely fly with non-participants outside of drone zone
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IP PORTFOLIO

Technologies that can power tomorrow’s drones and autonomous vehicles 

with intelligent vision-based navigation without relying on GPS

 Exclusive commercial license to Georgia Tech Technology

― DARPA / ARMY / NASA funded programs

― GUST software (Georgia Tech UAV Simulation Tool)

― Neural networking technology

― Vision-aided navigation

 Additional internally developed IP

― Tension control winch system

― Power distribution and management system

― Additional software and hardware systems

― Tethered drone patent(s) expected Q4 2016
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INVESTMENT SUMMARY

 Pure-Play Drone Market Investment Opportunity

― Completed recapitalization (2015) creates simplified, clean capital structure with no debt

― Investor-led management team focused on accelerating transition from development into
commercialization

• Expanded production capability

• Expanded sales organization including Washington, D.C. presence

• Expanded Board of Directors and Sales team

― Sales momentum building in Government sectors

• 2016 bookings surpass $1M vs. FY 2015 sales of $450,000

• Gen 2 products moving Company from development phase into a commercialization
stage focused on aerial products designed for the military and civilian commercial
markets

 Key Relationships to Drive Future Growth

― CEO Jay Nussbaum developing a sales organization, new partnerships, and capital markets
strategy

― David V. Aguilar, Former Deputy Commissioner of U.S. Customs and Border Protection
appointed to Board of Directors
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Contact:

Steve Gersten, Investor Relations

DRONE AVIATION HOLDING CORP.

Tel: 813-926-8920

investor@droneaviationcorp.com

WWW.DRONEAVIATIONCORP.COM

OTCQX: DRNE

mailto:info@droneaviationcorp.com
http://www.droneaviationcorp.com/

